A multi-faith affair at Isha

The thirteenth anniversary of the consecration of Dhyanalinga Yogic Temple was celebrated at the Isha Yoga Centre, on June 24. Thousands of people from various communities visited the temple and offered chants throughout the day.

Sikhs offered gurubani chants, Christian priests offered Christian chants, Lebanese singers sang Muslim and sufi chants and Hindu scholars sang vedic chants. The celebrations which began in the morning ended with Guru Pooja in the evening.

The temple was open till late midnight for devotees to meditate. After the guru pooja, Carnatic musician Subhashri Mani rendered a music concert, which was followed by bhajans by Tatwa Chaitanya and troupe.

Events of the entire day were followed by thousands of devotees around the world through the live blog and audio streaming at www.blog.ishafoundation.org.